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BEST PRACTICE SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
Abstract
Social media is a phenomenon that businesses are using to communicate with both
internal and extemal stakeholders. The new communication channel is different from the
traditional channels used by marketing, public relations, and human resources because of
user created content, social dynamics, and frequent changes to the autonomous online
platforms' structure and social make-up. Social media websites like YouTube, Facebook
and Twitter have received significant attention from both scholars and practitioners
seeking best practice for organizational engagement with the phenomenon' Much ofthe
information published for businesses, communities, and activists, who are looking into
social media engagement provides consistent instruction, but are the recommended
practices reflected in the practice of organizations? This thesis investigates the language
used by organizations to manage use of social media in order to leam how closely they
fotlow published advice. An analysis ofthe content presented in 25 organizational social
media policy documents from sources spanning five industries is used to explore how
corporations are approaching the use of social media. The findings reveal which practices
are uniformly included in policy, and which practices are unique to the industrial focus or
identity of particular organizations.
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BEST PRACTICE SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
Chapter l: Introduction
Social media is a relatively new phenomenon in computer mediated
communication. A loosely connected set ofautonomous websites like Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and numerous others, give users separated by time and space a platform to
connect. Social media lets people share information, ideas, personal messages, and
images, etc., easily and quickly from any web connected device. This platform supports
social interactions and keeping up with family, and it also allows individuals to quickly
attach new business contacts to their extended networks.
Organizations in the fields of higher education, healthcare, manufacturing, news
and entertainment media, and nonprofit causes, are using social media to communicate
with multiple stakeholder audiences. Intemally, social media platforms facilitate quick,
informal, communication across department and hierarchical boundaries. Extemally, fan
pages, paid advertisements, video content, and product blogs, augment traditional
marketing and advertising. Untike traditional print and broadcast media, social media
relies on user created content, which increases the power of individual voices, facilitating
a dialogue rather than the traditional one-way broadcast communication model.
This dialogue raises many new benefits and risks to organizations. Benefits ofthe
dialogic paradigm include: (a) increased credibility of organizational messages which "go
viral," through trustworthy contacts, (b) low cost ofonline word of mouth, (c) greater
access to consumer feedback, (d) timely response to crises, and (e) increased
loyaltyiapproachability ofbrands. Risks include: (a) rapid proliferation ofnegative
information or misinformation, (b) leaks of proprietary information, (c) legal
ramifications to the organization from misconduct ofconnected parties, (d) dilution ofthe
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brand identity, and (e) increased potential for personal conflicts to impact work of
employees.
The dynamic nature ofsocial networks which include both central and marginal
connections has received a great deal of academic study (Achrol, I 997; Bloom & Dees,
2008; Cross, Borgatti & Parker, 2002; Preece, 2001 ; Rosen, Kim, &Nam 2008). These
studies illuminate the phenomena ofhuman networks- how people connect with one
other. This phenomenon is separate from the social media platforms that individuals use
Understanding the social nature ofhuman beings and the ways in which we navigate the
complex dynamics of connections between coworkers and social contacts lends
theoretical context to the advice bestowed by experienced practitioners of social media
communication.
Frequent changes to the landscape of autonomous online platforms, their
structures and functionality, as well as the social make-up of communities, makes social
media engagement a complex topic which has inspired publication of numerous "how to"
books (Blanchard,20l l; Boudreaux,2009; Kabani,20l0; Kerpen,20l l; Shih,2009).
The consensus of advice about how to leverage the power of dialogue, and mitigate risks,
found within these publications sets the benchmark of best practice for organizational
engagement with social media. while studies vary in their focus on engagement and/or
outcomes, the authors uniformly recommend strategic policy to guide the actions of
employees or volunteers, to reduce risks such as misrepresentation, inconsistencies,
extemal attacks, and to harmonize with the social dynamic of the platform'
Sociat networks and social media websites like YouTube, Facebook and Twitter
have received significant attention from both scholars and practitioners who seek to
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understand the trends, and publish best practice for organizational engagement. Much of
the information published for news and entertainment media, nonprofit organizations,
institutions of higher education, healthcare, or manulacturing concems, looking into
social media engagement provides consistent guidance, but in practice there are
significant inconsistencies, specifically in the areas where risk is defined and managed.
Therefore, this thesis examines the strategies expressed through 25 actual policy
documents wriften by organizations spanning five industry categories: News, Nonprofit,
Manufacturing, Healthcare, and Education, to answer these questions:
l. Who are the social media policies wriften for: intemal, extemal audiences, or
both? And, for what PurPose?
2. What are the practices regarding the use of social media that are communicated in
the policy?
3. What are the tactics for controlling behaviors of intemal and extemal audiences
expressed in the Policies?
4. How are these practices and tactics expressed through the language ofthe policy?
Whatdoesthislanguagesuggestabouttheorganization'ssocialmediavoice?
I sought to answer these questions through an analysis of the content of the
written policies for: (a) audiences targeted; (b) practices and tactics; (c) language and
readability; (d) description or indicators ofthe organizations' social media voice' The
findings reveal which practices are uniformly included in policy, and which practices are
unique to organizations within a particular industry, thus, providing insight into use of
social media by organizations, the culture and values of individual organizations with
respect to social media, and social media cultural that apply across each industry'
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Chapter 2: Literature ReYiew
How-to literature on the subject of social media by organizations is generally
focused on four main concems: goveming use ofsocial media, specific practice
recommendations for optimal use ofthe media, tactics related to engaging on the
platforms internally or extemally, and the organizations' social media voice.
Policies
CEO of Likable Media Dave Kerpen (201l) advises in his work, Likeable social
media: How to delight your customers, creote and irresistible brond, and be generally
amazing on Facebook (antl other social nentorks),to listen first, embrace the dialogic
model ofsocial media, speak in an authentic tone, provide value, and to give up
expectations of a direct engagement-to-sales relationship. The guide provides a starting
point for organizations to understand the value and power ofsocial media. Much ofthe
advice and instruction provided could be included in a policy written by an organization
to manage the use ofsocial media by its communications personnel, but unlike other
works of this genre, there is no chapter dedicated to formalization ofpolicy.
As an innovator in the leverage of social media for organization relationship
building, Clara Shih (2009) understands and clearly expresses the need to strategically
plan and govern social media communication for organizations. It's notjust compliance
with legal regulations or mitigating civil risks, but carefully considering the dynamics of
the communities and the infrastructural constraints ofthe social media platforms being
engaged with. According to The Facebook era: Topping online sociol ne^4)orl$ to build
betler products, reach new audiences, ond sell more stulf, a good policy guides the
implementation ofthe campaign plan, and facilitates the management ofvarious social
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media campaign activities and constituencies (Shih,2009). Guidance for employees
outside of communication functions, through clearly stated rules, mitigates various risks
just as a strategic plan for the personnel directly responsible for implementing tactics
cultivates audience engagement.
Zen Marketer, Shama Kabani (201 0), delivers matter-of-fact instructions to
develop a comprehensive common sense policy in the Sth chapter of The Zen of social
media marketing: An easier way to build credibility, generate buzz, and increase
revenue. Similarly, in Social media ROI: Managing and measuring social media eforts
in your organization, brand strategist, Olivier Blanchard (201 I ), dedicates chapter seven
to establishing guidelines for an organizations' social media interactions.
Literally hundreds of social media how-to guides, from authors of various
perspectives, are available but much of the insights and advice will likely echo the best
practices for policy development practice, tactics, and voice discussed by the set of
authors presented here. Five themes about composing a policy for social media emerged
from the reading: (l) guidance for employees (2) guidance for the communications staff
(3) intemal/extemal strategies, (4) implementations and (5) evaluations.
Guidance for employees
Guiding employees both inside and outside of communication, marketing, and
sales functions ofthe organization is an important reason to draft and implement policy to
manage the use of social media. Authors agree that the various risks to an organization
such as confidentiality breach, brand defamation, or inappropriate use ofcompany
equipment, to name just a few, are important to mitigate through social media policy
(Blanchard, 201 I ; Kabani, 2010; and Shih, 2009); however Blanchard argues
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"unfortunately, most social media policies in existence today fail to provide thorough
guidance for employees, favoring instead a tendency to limit themselves to the legalities
of using company-owned equipment such as computers on mobile devices for personal
use" (Blanchard, 201 I, p. 8a). Setting limitations and restrictions as opposed to providing
information and guidance may hinder creative productivity.
Guidance for the communications staff
Social media policy directed at communication stafftypically includes the
strategy and tactics to implement social media communication campaigns; advice that
Kabani (2010) repeatedly touts as common sense. It is also agreed that planning for
outcomes and evaluation ofthe man-hours dedicated to the endeavor are highly important
considerations (Blanchard, 201 l; Shih, 2009). The universal assumption this literature
revealed is that specific employees are dedicated to the implementation of social media
communication activities, and that the communication personnel must feel empowered to
express their creativity, stretch beyond the box, and represent the most positive face of
the organization.
Internal/external strategies
lnternal and extemal strategies differ significantly in terms oftheir goals if not
methods. Shih advises careful consideration of the community design ofthe platforms
that make up social media before embarking on either an internal or extemal facing
campaign. She explains the differences between open and closed networks "an open
network like Facebook, which anyone canjoin, or a closed network like a specialized
Ning network, which would be limited to your community only" (Shih, 2009, p. 195).
This consideration is minored by Blanchard's attention to three audience strategies in his
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list often sections to include in the organizations' social media policy: 2. Intemal use
guidelines, 3. Extemal use guidelines, and l0...guidelines for agency partners contractors
and extemal representatives (Blanchard, 201I, p. 85). The platforms ofsocial media are
always changing, and the communities they support also evolve over time, so it is
important to draft adaptable strategies for the people, not the platform targeted.
Implementation
lmplementation ofthe organizations' social media policy should include adequate
attention to making those directly affected (usually the employees or strategic partners)
by the policy aware, and training to sufficient knowledge and understanding (Blanchard,
201 l; Shih, 2009). Beyond metrics that track man-hours, or engagement analyics, Shih
advises change management strategy that respects the diversity in age and technical
savvy ofthe target audiences. Whether intemal or external, various constituencies will
have diverse perspectives on the technology, it's relevance to them personally, and
ultimately willingness to comply. In the end no one will comply with a policy that is
written and never implemented.
Evaluation
Evaluation of the success of the policy is needed just as much as evaluation of the
individual initiatives canied out under its guidance. Kabani's (2010) common sense
approach extols formation ofrealistic expectations lor the outcomes ofsocial media
interactions 
- 
Shih (2009) said the idea ofevaluation must be present from planning
through the execution in order to yield useable insights. Social media is new, and volatile,
and risky; only by systematic evaluation ofthe activities which interface through social
platforms can future plans achieve success.
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The social media policy that an organization adopts should ultimately provide 
the
guidance toward practices, tactics, and voice the organization will use to interface with
the social media public. The literature reviewed confers consistent guidance on 
the
potential risks and benefits ofusing social media for organizational communication'
Some authors nod at unique situations ofparticular industry' mission' or focus ofthe
organizations authoring policy; however study of what those specific situations or




organizations policy. Blanchard (201 l)' Kerpen (201l) and Shih (2009) allrecommend
laying the operational groundwork for authentic' hyper-targeted' honest' 
communication
strategies. Kerpen (201 I ) and Blanchard (201 l) both advocate listening first - then
responding based on what the audience is saying' The idea of consistent 
messaging that
creates an integrated experience for intemal or extemal audiences 
was recommended by
both Kerpen (201 l ) and Shih (2009)' Kerpen further recommends leveraging the
interrelationshipsbetween$oupsinthelargersocialnetworks.Kabani(2010)addsthat
the social media expression be aligned with the organizations values' and 
provide for
program evaluation, just as for any other communication campaign These practices
outline ways to guide the behavior of employees, potential customers' and strategic
partners, but lack an evaluation of the outcomes as they relate to specific differences
between practices adopted by organizations of diverse industries'
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Social Media Voice
The voice ofsocial media is not only expressed through the words, images, and
video, media that are shared, but the contexts of the network where it is published. Micro
blogging website, Twitter, allows only 140 characters in each tweet. These constraints are
meant to inspire creative concision, but organizations with a longer message are linking
to the message in order to circumvent the limitation. Depending on the values ofthe
community being addressed, the tactic could be perceived as either informative, or lazy.
Consideration ofthe community values is important in crafting content for publication to
social media venues.
At the front ofthis chapter Kerpen's (201l) guidebook to Likable social media
instruction to: listen first, embrace the dialogic model ofsocial media, speak in an
authentic tone, provide value, and give up expectations ofa direct engagement-to-sales
relationship, are a means to establish the organizations' social media voice. The practices
and tactics that an organization chooses ultimately translate into the voice perceived by
the target audience(s). The authentic tone means to share stories that inspire, demonstrate
curiosity about the audience needs/desires, admit any wrongdoing - should it occur, and
most ofall provide information 
- 
not a sales pitch (Kerpen,20l l). Social media
communication is about relationships, and people resist relationships with entities
focused solely on exchanging a product for profit.
Relationship marketing has gained popularity given the tools that social media
provides. Shih (2009) projected rhar new categories ofrelationships would evolve from
the influence ofsocial media. Messages that take best advantage ofsocial media strengths
win over thousands olsocial filtering gatekeepers. Increased trust in the message is
l0
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garnered through perceived endorsement of individuals who pin, like, tag, or otherwise
link to the source. This trust is accomplished through alignment of the voice with values
ofthe influential people in the target communities.
Remembering that the social media voice is both intemal and extemal, Blanchard
(201 l) suggests that the social media voice sings from the social company. In an
organization that espouses social empowerment and individual creativity, the values will
be reflected in the social media content created by both communications staff, and
general personnel (Blanchard, 201 I).
In addition to the how-to guidebooks, many blogs and communities of
practice are talking about how to engage through social media. And perhaps the
content is more up-to-date. At the very least 
- 
it's simpler to engage with people
respons ible for organizational use of social media where they operate. In " I I Ways
to find your social media voice", Genevieve Coates (2012) Reiterates Kerpen's
(2011) Likoble qualities of transparency, credibility, inquiry and admissions of any
misdeeds. Matt Medeiros, (201l) Matt Repost blog installment echoes Shih's (2009)
counsel, to pick and choose the platform wisely rather than trying to scattershot all of
social media. Michelle McNickle (2012), Web Content Producer for Healthcare IT
News, a community of practice of sorts amongst health-focused people, lists six
reasons why health care providers need to develop their voice in social media: (l)
tell your story, (2) find a community, (3) express opinions and commentary, (4)
discover your passions, (5) social media marketing, (6) manage your online
reputation. These reasons are consistent with aspects of likability recommend by
Kerpen (20 1 1).
ll
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The literature reviewed in this chapter has been focused on the day to day
how-tos of social media. The next chapter expands on the theories that drive this
adv ice.
t2
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework
ln the previous chapter, practical advice relating to the development of social
media policy was presented in five thematic categories: (l) guidance for employees (2)
guidance for the communications staff(3) internal/extemal practices, (4) implementations
and (5) evaluations. This section discusses theoretical assumptions that underlie the
practical recommendations for creating social media policies, and the impact these
assumptions make on the voice expressed by the organization intemally and extemally by
discussing theories which are relevant to the five themes set up in the policy section of
the previous chapter.
Guidance For Employees
Guidance for employees is an intemal objective of a social media policy. As
mentioned in the last chapter, Blanchard (201 l) argues that social media policy attention
to guiding employee behavior is too often focused on legal minutia like non-disclosure
agreements, and preventing misappropriation of company resources to personal use,
while typically too little guidance is included which empowers employees. Value creation
and social leaming are theories that lead to use of empowering rather than restrictive
language in an organizations' social media policy.
Value Creation
ln The Facebook Era, Clara Shih (2009) explained Metcalls Law: economic
value is created when individuals who are part ofa network exchange information. The
cost of giving a referral or sales lead is quite low, yet the recipient might gain revenue by
making a sale or engaging a client. Recipients of successful referrals and leads are
motivated to reciprocate. Shih (2009) calls the phenomena ofthe resulting favor trading
l3
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circle a reciprocity ring. This value creation phenomenon is an important reason to use
the social media policy to empower all employees to make the best use of their
professional social networks. Policy clauses could also be written that restrict sharing
sensitive information.
Social Learning Theory
Training and collaboration experts, Tony Bingham and Marcia Conner (2010)
cited Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman's theory about social construction of reality to
explain how the knowledge individuals have provides the scaffolding and context for
interpretation ofnew information gained through social interactions. The framework and
perspectives contributed by multiple participants build on each other to generate greater
outcomes than would be individually possible. "social learning theory," was developed
by John Dewey around 1954, and was based on sociology, behavior modification and
psychology ofthe era. Initially the focus was on behavior modification, but social
learning has been picked up and expanded upon as the years progressed (Bingham &
Conner,20l0). The rapid evolution of digital platforms for communities has dramatically
impacted the relevance of collective thinking.
Language used in a social media policy which empowers all employees to
collaborate and build on others' ideas is intended to take advantage oftheoretical value
creation inherent of collaboration and networking. Restrictive clauses such as
nondisclosure statements limit the risk of losing ownership of valuable ideas. Blanchard's
lamentation for the lack of empowering language in policies is based on an assumption
that a greater number of minds in the collective thinking pot create more value, but
restrictive language might be necessary to ease risks to an organizations intellectual
l4
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property. The potential risk is minimal when an individual fails to reciprocate referrals,
but could be catastrophic to the viability ofan organization if an extemal party takes
credit for an idea built on collaborative foundations.
Guidance for the communications staff
Communication personnel with access to the approved information and messages
should be empowered to represent the most positive face ofthe organization through all
available channels. Social media is more ofdialogue than the traditional media broadcast
pattern. The influence of two way communication moves the process from linear (a
targeted message based on the research transmitted to a specific audience segment) to a
cyclical adaptive response to feedback from the target as well as untargeted individuals.
Paul Bloom and Gregory Dees (2008) ofDuke University's Fuqua School of
Business liken the business network to a biological ecosystem. Mapping interactions
between the players (resource providers, comPetitors, complimentary organizations and
allies, beneficiaries and customers, opponents and problem makers, alfected or influential
bystanders), the environmental conditions (political climate, economic markets,
geographic infrastructure), and the culture and social fabric in which they operate helps
communicators gain a deeper understanding of networks that exist within the
organization as well as audiences outside it (Bloom & Dees, 2008). Viewing social media
as a network ecosystem informs policy language which supports adaptability ofboth
internal and external communicators.
lnternaUExternal Tactics
Traditionally, the intemal communications practices were isolated to employment
topics while extemal communications addressed marketing and sales to extemal
l5
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audiences. Social networking and social media blur the intemal/external line because the
social network crosses intemal department boundaries and extemal constituencies are
increasingly expecting feedback to be heard and responded to beyond marketing, sales, or
customer service silos. Ravi Achrol (1997), Professor olMarketing at the George
Washington University, explained that massive industry restructuring, downsizing,
vertical disaggregation, and outsourcing contributed to the development ofthe modern
networked organization. The network paradigm he describes lends greater flexibility
through technology and networks of strategic alliances between both internal and extemal
stakeholders such as suppliers, distributers, and even competitors.
Given the shift to an increasingly complex and interconnected set of
constituencies, language used in a social media policy that speaks to internal and extemal
tactics should reflect the current understanding of group dynamics. Two theories that
address the function of modern networked groups are flock theory and tribes.
Flock Theory
Flock theory, which is based on emergence of new phenomena from complex
systems, and self-organizing human interaction systems, is presented by Rosen et al
(2010) as a theory of decentralized communication. Decentralization of decision making
is one ofthe phenomena that move Theory X management to Theory Y as predicted by
Douglass McGregor in the 1960s. Increased access to like-minded individuals through
technology increases social power. According to Rosen et al., "homophily" is the
selection or presence of others who are similar, and therefore contact between similar
people will be more frequent than among dissimilar people. The idea of homophily has
been expressed in a variety ofcontexts to explain network and group dynamics. The
l6
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notion that similarity breeds connection i.e., "birds of a feather flock together" suggests
that people self-organize into homogeneous groups to achieve various goals. Social
media policy based on the assumptions offlock theory will include tactics directed at
homogenous groups.
Tribes
Some believe that any organization without cohesion is doomed to fail. Dave
Logan, John King, and Halee Fischer-Wright (2008), partners ofCultureSync, a
consulting firm that focused on organizational culture and leadership, describe groups
within organizations as tribes comprised of20 to 150 people. According to their model,
the dynamic ofa tribe will evolve through five stages from chaotic to transcendent
groups. In the lower stages, the members of a tribe are largely disorganized, lack trust,
and frequently engage in counterproductive in-fighting. Individuals in an evolved stage
tribe communicate simultaneously with many others more frequently than one-to-one and
are united through a common goal or set of values rather than superficial resemblance
(Logan et a1.,2008). This perspective suggests that the intemal audience may have
several segments which are not necessarily defined by departmental boundaries.
A social media policy that embraces these theories will frame audience
segmentation strategy in terms of affiliation rather than assigned department, geography,
or demographic information. Ifthe channel used to implement these strategies matches
wellwith the targeted groups, it facilitates implementation.
Implementation
Implementation of the social media policy must attend to making those directly
affected by the policy aware that there is a policy, and how to access and understand its
't7
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relevance to them. According to leaders in the corporate training and development field,
Tony Bingham and Marcia Conner (2010), social constructivism best describes how
people leam together by a process of complimentary insights that ultimately result in a
greater comprehension for each party than would be possible by any individual on their
own. [n their e-book The new social learning: A guide to transforming organizalions
through social media, Bingham and Conner explain, "Someone else's understanding
compliments yours, and together you start to weave an informed interpretation. You
tinker until you can move on" (Location 401 of3,735).
Once a policy is ready for implementation, tinkering with the ideas could be
viewed as undesirable, but the how-to books all acknowledge the rapid pace ofchange in
the social media playing field, so an implementation strategy that embraces social
constructivism allows for the adaptability required in the social media venue. Meta
language about how to implement the policy may even be omitted from the policy
document.
Evaluation
Theoretically, the construction, implementation and evaluation ofsocial media
policy are a continuous, cyclical, process. Since social media is relatively new, is
constructed of a large number of independent resources, and embodies a rapidly changing
environment, evaluation of the outcomes on a regular periodic basis is essential.
Continuous evaluation allows the leadership to discard assumptions that prove unfounded
and explore new strategies. The impact of shifting perspectives could be seen as
undermining the consistency or authority ofthe organizational voice, however if this is
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done with adherence to the core values and brand identity, the result will be expression of
a tone that is current and relevant.
The various theories discussed in this chapter support the advice established in
how-to Iiterature. The methodology described in the following section is intended to
discover ifactual social media policies follow the theories and how-to instruction
available about social media.
l9
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Chapter 4: MethodologY
This thesis seeks to answer questions about the social media policies written for
use by organizations of various industries:
l. Who are the social media policies written for: intemal, extemal audiences, or
both? And, for what purpose?
2. What are the practices regarding the use of social media that are communicated in
the policy?
3. What are the tactics for controlling behaviors of internal and extemal audiences
expressed in the policies?
4. How are these practices and tactics expressed through the language ofthe policy?
What does this language suggest about the organization's social media voice?
In order to explore organizational use ofsocial media in terms ofthese four aspects,
qualitative methods are used to understand the meanings expressed in the social media
policy texts. The theory and practical recommendations discussed in the previous
chapters construct the world view through which these questions were formulated. This
chapter will explain the content analysis method chosen to analyze textual information
presented in the form of written social media policy, and the sample selection process.
Content Analysis
The authors (Blanchard,20l l; Kabani,20l0, Kerpen,20ll, Shih,2009) ofhow-
to literature discussed in Chapter 2 generally agree upon what constitutes best practices in
social media engagement, such as creating a wriften policy. The range ofnaturally
occurring empirical materials available, to examine the practical adherence to
recommendations, is far less uniform. For example, the lengths of social media policy
20
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documents range from under 100 words to several thousand. Also, many ofthe
documents provide contact information for the author, or authoring department, while
several organizations do not include much detail. Due to wide variation, and low quantity
ofavailable samples, qualitative methods, which afford interpretation of broad meanings,
rather than quantitatively reviewing occurrence of specific keywords, are necessary.
In an article published in The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, (201l)
Anssi Periikylii and Jonanna Ruusuvouri distinguish two types of empirical materials
used in qualitative study: interviews, and naturally occurring materials. This thesis
examines the naturally occurring empirical materials in the form of of written policies
which were published by organizations.
ln Investigating Communication; An Introduction to Research Methods,
Lawrence Frey, Carl Botan and Cary Kreps (2000) define "content analysis" as "a form
oftextual analysis used to identify, enumerate, and analyze occurrences ofspecific
messages and message characteristics embedded in relevant texts" (p. a I 3). The content
of selected social media policy documents is examined and analyzed to discover the
express or implied audience addressed by the policy, which practices or tactics are
included, and how the language used to communicate the body ofthe policy expresses
the personality or voice of the organization.
A measure that quantifies the quality of writing style is the Flesch readability
score. The formula described on the website, http://wrr u'.readabilitvformulas.com/flesch-
read irr s-easc-readability-fbrmula.pho, translates the qualities of sentence length, and
number of syllables in words, into a score for a selection of text which can be easily
2l
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compared. This measure is used to evaluate the readability aspects ofthe empirical
materials.
Sample Selection
As demonstration of industry leadership, Converseon executive, Chris Boudreaux,
created an online database where 179 organizations have published their policies
goveming the use of Social Media (http://socia lmed iagovernance.corn/polic ies.php).
According to the website, Converseon has been leading the industry since 2001.
Socialmedia.biz, also offers guidance to those seeking to spread their
organizational message on the webs. A library ofsocial media policies that have been
written by various organizations is also available on their website,
httn:,1/u wrl.socia lrned ia.bizlsocial-rnedia-polic ies1. There is some overlap to the two
listings.
From the pool of self-published policies available on these two sources, I selected
25 policies to analyze and compar€. The policies were carefully chosen to equitably
represent each ofthe five categories: education; healthcare; news and entertainment;
manufacturing and nonprofit. Table 4.1 represents the merging of taxonomies from those
used on the source websites to those this work seeks to compare.
22
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Table 4.1
Selection Analysis - Categories
Thirty-threeorganizationswerefoundwhichcouldrepresenttheoneormoreof
the five selection categories. These organizations were further examined in order to
narrow the sample to 25 policies with five representatives in each of the five selection
categories. Final selection sought to represent diversity of size and geographic influence
across the sample. Financial measures were retrieved from Gale databases
G4l9!9lg4l9ga!.p498) for selection analysis. Where flnancials were not available on
Gale. the home websites for the organizations were examined for selection purposes. In
cases where two or more organizations represented the same category, and were similar
in size or reach, the policy written by the organization most familiar to the author was
chosen. Several organizations could represent more than one category, and were assigned
as needed to the category with lower representation. A full list ofthe selected policies
which were used as empirical materials for this research is shown in Appendixl'
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agencies: advertising, PR, Marketing
business products or services
Manufacturing
Healthcare
consumer products or services corporations
healthcare hospitals and health
govt. or non-Profit govt.
Nonprofitnonprofits
Education
news organizations News and Entertainment
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The next chapter will provide the results found in the selected policies in terms of
who is addressed, what the policy seeks to control, and how the desired practices are
communicated. The analysis ofthe policy content will continue to illustrate the concepts
introduced in the previous chapters in terms of audience and issues addressed in the
policy, and language used, as they relate to the expression of culture and personality of
the authoring organization, and the industry in which it operates in the social media
arena.
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Chapter 5: Results
The sample policies selected (see Appendix l) were analyzed for themes,
meanings, and the subjective feeling ofvoice expressed. The variations ofdocument
length, presentation style, use of images, and definitions, make most quantitative
comparison unwieldy. White it is possible to compare the number of words or pages, no
meaningful relationship emerged between these numbers and the organizations' industry
or size. Even counting the occurrence of specific keywords yielded little comprehensible
meaning the semantic structure and punctuation greatly influence word meanings and
connotations, therefore the Flesch reading ease score, which quantifies qualities of
syllables and sentence length, is the only numeric comparison used in this analysis. This
chapter will clarify the results of the qualitative thematic content analysis in terms ofthe
audience addressed, social media practices, management or behavioral influence
practices, and the style or voice ofthe policies across each ofthe five categories.
Audience and Purpose
While examining the policies, listed in appendix l, for express or implied target
audience, the purpose ofthe social media policy was also explored. The purpose
expressed in the documents range from managing use of corporate resources to
encouraging personal expression. Within the five categories thematic trends emerged
which differentiated the groups in terms ofthe organizations' goal for creating the social
media policy document.
News
The organizations representing the news segment include: Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), Associated Press (AP), British Broadcasting
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Corporation (BBC), Los Angeles (LA) Times, and Reuters. Uniformly, news
organizations' social media policies are written for the joumalist staff. While mention is
made of support personnel, the purpose ofthese documents is to encourage appropriate
use of social media in the journalistic capacity while protecting the organization and
individual identity concems.
The most succinct document of all 25 policies included in the sample belongs to
the ABC. ABC's third directive is "Do not imply ABC endorsement of your personal
views." Clauses like this illustrate the news industry's need to protect its credibility. In
the spirit of independent and impanial reporting, the BBC policy states: "the intention of
this note is not to stop BBC staff from conducting legitimate activities on the Internet, but
serves to flag-up those areas in which conflicts can arise" (201 l, p. l)' In this way, the
social media policies of news organization address their joumalists with guidance and
principles to maintain credibility ofthe organizations' as well as their own identity.
Nonprofit
The organizations representing the nonprofit segment include: Bread for the
World, Easter Seals, Fellowship Church, National Public Radio (NPR) and the Red
Cross. Some overlap of categories exists, especially in this sector. Organizations which
might have been selected as a news, health or educational example are found here based
only on their lack of profit motive. In spite of the breadth of missions followed by the
selected organizations, the inclusion of volunteers and/or blending of intemal and
external constituencies in the audience for the policies are found in all but the NPR
document which is, like other news organizations, focused on journalists.
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Nonprofit institutions such as the Red Cross, and Easter Seals, are using the
policy as a tool to develop Web 2.0 strategies. The stated goals ofthe Bread for the
World policy exemplify the purpose ofsocial media policy for nonprofit organizations:
Our goals in making better use of new online communication tools (e.g., Web 2.0
technologies, social media, or social networking sites) are:
. Expand and strengthen Bread's advocacy work for poor and hungry
PeoPle
. Expand our membershiP
. Better communicate with existing members and target audiences
. Strengthen our relationships with our members
. Fulfill our mission to end hunger here and abroad. (2009, p. l)
The nonprofit policies reviewed demonstrate grassroots movement, and democratic
campaigning. While Easter Seals policy is written specifically to manage comments on
the Autism Blog, the unifying theme ofnonprofit organizations' social media policy is to
educate individuals, both internally and extemally, about the risk and benefits of social
media.
Manufacturing
The organizations representing the manufacturing segment include: Coca Cola,
Daimler AG, Hewleft-Packard (HP), Intemational Business Machines (IBM), and Kodak.
The audiences for most ofthe manufacturing organizations' social media policies are
intemal. Kodak's (2009) express purpose ol"sharing lessons leamed to help your
business grow," is totally unique (p. l). No other organization in any category addressed
its policy to other organizations beyond a cursory mention of strategic partners.
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The motivation for manufacturing organizations to create a social media policy, in
all cases to at least some degree, is uniformity. The policies ofmanufacturing
organizations list aims such as: to funher leadership, collaboration, and accountability
(Coca Cola), or protect employees while embracing the blogosphere (lBM). However, in
reality, the policy is setting the stage for the employees addressed to engage their
individual audience segments in a way that is consistent with the organizations brand
identity.
Healthcare
The organizations representing the healthcare segment include: the Cleveland
Clinic, Iowa Hospital Association, Children's Hospital Los Angeles, Pfizer, and Hospital
Sant Joan de D6u. The policies in this group are mainly addressed to external audiences,
patients, potential patients, and families ofpatients, for the purpose ofmanaging
comments on the proprietary networks, support groups. and blogs, administered by the
healthcare organization.
As has been mentioned oforganizations in other categories, the group is not
homogeneous. The most outlying organization of this set is Pfizer, which is a drug
manufacturer. Also, the Iowa Hospital Association is not only a single healthcare
organization, but a voluntary membership association that includes hospitals and health
systems across the state of lowa. Even with the diversity within this set, the unifying aim
ofthe policies is to protect the audiences. The hospitals and health systems are addressing
rhe patients, and their families, who might wish to share stories on the hospital blogs,
while Pfizer is addressing both their employees and extemal affiliates. The purpose that
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characterizes policies used by health organizations' documents is protection, whether it is
patient's private medical inlormation or Pfizer's intellectual property.
Education
The organizations representing the education segment include: DePaul University,
Hamilton College, Lake Forest College, Ohio State University Medical Center, and
University ofTexas MD Anderson Cancer Center. In this group, two ofthree entries are
health centers affiliated with an educational institution. While the MD Anderson policy is
primarily concemed with the Cancerwise blog and extemal participants, the bulk of
social media policies written for higher education institutions are addressed to intemal
audiences.
The reason for creating social media policies for higher educational organizations
is to assemble "best practice" guidelines. Even though it is targeted to an audience
extemal to the organization, the rules for created by University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center for posting to its' Cancerwise blog represent a best practice motive. Other
policies lrom this group encourage expression while delineating clear boundaries. For
example, Hamilton and Lake Forest College both restrict the use ofthe official school
logo to the central accounts that are run by communication departments.
The aim for diversity of organizations, and the limited selection pool, blurs some
borders ofthe industry categories. For example, NPR is nonprofit and news organization,
Pfizer is a manufacturer ofa healthcare product, and the social media policies available
for Ohio State University and the University of Texas are written for the schools'
teaching hospitals. Regardless ofthe fringes, examination ofthe audience and purpose
expressed in the policy documents revealed trends suggesting that social media policies
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are addressed to an audience, to serve a purpose, which is dependent on the industry
alignment:
o News organizations value impartiality and a credible identity, and are
wriften to joumalists.
o Nonprofit organizations want to empower their grassroots support to use
Web 2.0 tools to forward the mission, and are written to a broad audience
which includes paid staff, volunteers, and extemal constituencies.
. Manufacturing businesses have products to sell, and brand identities to
create-they embrace the new tools, but use the social media policy to
communicate uniform practices to their intemal audience.
. Healthcare organizations deal with trauma and tragic illness, so they want
to use the social media tools to empower support systems built of extemal
individuals while Protecting personal privacy for patient's sensitive
medical information.
. Institutions of higher education value scientific exploration, but they seek
the "best practice" methods, which have been tried and proven sound, to
direct decentralized groups of academic departments, student
organizations, and clubs.
Ultimately, the specific practices that are recommended by each organization's social
media policy will be the means of reaching its purpose. Practices described include the
recommendations for interacting with the social media websites, and those aimed at
managing behavior. The next section reveals the themes discovered in terms of social
media practices exhibited in social media policies across the five categories.
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Social Media Practices
Similar to the organizations chosen to analyze, there is some overlap between the
topics explored. Demonstration of the purpose for writing a social media policy has been
expressed through the practices listed for engaging with social media and managing
behavior. For purpose ofclarity, the topics ofsocial media and individual management
are discussed separately even though they may use similar tactics. An example of a social
media practice which might be included in a policy is using a central account for the
organization, rather than multiple accounts on social media websites for various
subgroups. An example ofa behavior management practice is editing or deleting
"o...ntr. The distinction is managing the use olsocial media at a group or individual
level. This section describes practices used by different types of organizations to define
and use social media at the group level.
News
News organizations define social media as a new communication channel, and
generally concentrate on the news-feed aspects of websites like Twitter and Facebook.
Reuters' policy encourages "common sense" while engaging in use ofsocial media. AP
reminds journalists to disclose their AP affiliation even in personal accounts and restricts
or forbids online behavior which would risk the credibility ofthe organization. The BBC
policy also includes Wikipedia, the collaborative encyclopedia, in the social media
environment, and includes this clause in the online editorial guidelines:
If staff members edit online encyclopaedias Isic] at work the source ofthe
correction will be recorded as a BBC lP address. The intervention may therefore
look as if it comes from the BBC itselL BBC staffshould therefore act in a
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manner that does not bring the BBC into disrepute and should not post derogatory
or offensive comments on any online encyclopaedias.
The social media practice of news organizations is to go ahead and use it-with caution.
Nonprofit
National Public Radio is included in the nonprofit group, but describes practices
in a similar way to other joumalistic organizations. In general, the social media practices
described for nonprofit groups engagement in social media is more open, due to the
grassroots nature of this sector. Bread for the World encourages staff, activists and
members, to go forth and propagate all kinds of Web 2.0 tools in support offeeding the
hungry people ofthe world. Easter Seals is concerned only with its proprietary Autism
Blog, and focuses the Online Community Guidelines published on the website on
behavior management practices of extemal commenters. The overarching practice in this
group is the respectful use of any social media space. Encouragement of open dialogue is
typical of all policies in the nonprofit sector.
Manufacturing
The practices included in manufacturing organizations' social media policies
include:
. create a separate account for personal use and maintain businesslike conduct in
personal and professional accounts
. measure and evaluate the engagement on business accounts
. create open and honest dialogue by monitoring comments and responding quickly
and professionally
. respectfullycorrect inaccurate information
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The instructive nature of the practice described in a business or brand focused policy
uniformly reflects the consensus on practices of how-to authors (Blanchard,20ll;
Kabani, 2010; Kerpen,20l l; Shih,2009) described earlier in chapter two.
Healthcare
The focus of healthcare entities is on sharing successful stories of their patients to
create a supportive, hopeful, nurturing forum. There is a great deal ofconcem for
protecting private medical information, but the practices listed in the policies remain
focused on helpful articles and compelling accounts that inspire physical and emotional
healing. Pfizer's Social Media Playbook stated that the "hallmarks ofall Social Media are
user-generated content and interaction." The Children's Hospital LA limits the social
media practice to its private forum. The main social media practice is to disclose the
hospital's intended use of the users' content, as well as uses which the hospital cannot
control, in Share Your Story 
- 
Use and Access guidelines. Healthcare social media
practices can be generalized as cautious participation.
Education
Communication departments of higher education institutions both recognize the
decentralization of academic hierarchies and the need to maintain a uniform school
branding and identity. Lake Forest College Social Media Guidelines expresses the lack of
capacity to manage "other social media sites beyond the Lake Forest College Official
Facebook Page and recommends that departments consider the resources they have
available before establishing their own social media presence." The Hamilton College
office of communication, advises in Creating a Social Media Presence at Hamilton
College "Before creating a separate social media presence for your office or
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administrative department, consider whether you would be better served by working with
the Office of Communications to utilize Hamilton's primary social media presence."
Policies written in this category refer to the centralized social media accounts run by the
school's communication office, and recommend subgroups which manage their own
social media understand the time and resource commitments. Timeliness and engagement
are focal practices to this group.
There are different practices for each of the five industries. News organizations
cautiously embrace the opportunity for social media to extend the relevance oftheir news
channels to online audiences. Nonprofit organizations practice similar community
building in social media as they always have as grassroots initiatives that serve people.
Manufacturing organizations are adapting to the increasing relevance of consumer voices
in creating brand identity. Healthcare organizations, like news organizations, cautiously
embrace the new arena ofsocial media, but whereas news organizations seek to protect
the credibility and identity ofthe organization, joumalist, or news source, health
organizations are obligated to protect the identities and personal health information of
their patients. Organizations of higher education create policies that highlight allocation
ofresources needed to do social media well. The various social media practices expressed
in policy reveal the ways in which the organizations of various industries define the
social media arena. The practices found in policy for behavior management, are focused
on individual behavior rather than interaction with the social media websites.
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Behavior Management Practice
The practices expressed in the social media policies are divided between social
media practices and behavior management practices because ofthe direction they target.
Where the social media practices are about designing a social media account, or
managing extemal conduct, behavior management practices are for managing behavior of
internal audiences. Even the policies that are written for extemal audiences use separate
tactics for interacting with the social media websites, and behaving as a representative of
the organization.
News
In the news industry, affiliation and political bias, or the appearance of such,
reduce the credibility of the joumalist and the news organization. Behavior management
tactics included in this group ofpolicies reflect the industry's value of impartiality and
fact-finding. Social Media Guidelines from Reuters request that employees "seek the
permission ofyour manager before setting up a professional presence on a social
networking site." The AP policy acknowledges "These networks also have become an
important tool for AP reporters to gather news - both for big, breaking stories and in
cases in which we're seeking out members of the public who might serve as sources for
our stories." AP therelore includes these behavior practices:
Employees must identify themselves as being from the AP if they are using the
[Facebook and Twitter] networks for work in any way. Posting material about the
AP's internal operations is prohibited on employees' personal pages, and
employees also should avoid including political affiliations in their profiles".
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The Standards and Practices Committee (2009) for the LA Times instructs writers to
"identify yourself as a Times employee online if you would do so in a similar situation
offline," in the updated Social Media Guidelines. Requesting permission of editors,
abstaining from membership in certain political groups and forums, and disclosing
affiliation, are behavior management practices used in the policies ofnews organizations.
Nonprofit
The nonprofit world is naturally collaborative, and often organizations have
grown out of the distillation of a grassroots community movement. The behavior
management practices expressed in this group of policies reflects the open and
collaborative nature ofthe industry by focusing on guidance and reminding readers of
ethical considerations such as copyrights. Bread for the World expresses their
commitment to moderate their blogs. The policy states "We willensure that no spam,
profanity, defamatory, inappropriate or libelous language will be posted to our sites.
Neither will we use such language when we post comments to other people's sites." The
Easter Seals community guideline bottom line, "Easter Seals reserves the right to delete
any comments at any time. Users who persist in violating community guidelines may be
barred from posting to this site." Doesn't seem to follow the open and democratic
community persona ofnonprofit, but the trend to delete or edit inappropriate comments,
rather than formalize editorial review prior to publication on social media, does not
restrict the freedom ofan individual to compose and publish a comment.
Manufacturing
Coca Cola created a media certification program, and encourages employees to
gain certification in the training program before entering the social media arena. The
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trend in the manufacturing policies is to provide clear definitions and training for
employees. Daimler AG included a map of the social media sphere that structures a
consistent understanding across all who view it (Howe) the figure is reproduced as figure
5.1. Standardized training which includes clear definitions ofthe ty,pes ofsocial media
and the websites that comprise each type manages online behavior ofemployees by way
ofeducation. Where the employees are provided with uniform training and clear
definitions their behavior on social media will reflect the group concept of it.
Figure 5.1
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Healthcare
The healthcare industry is highly regulated in terms ofprivacy. Legislation like
the Health Information Privacy Protection Act (HIPPA) is the most likely cause behind
the industry trend towards wamings, disclosures, and non-disclosure clauses, included in
this group ofpolicy documents. The Children's Hospital LA warns patients who share
stories through the website that "Owners of other personal and corporate websites do not
need to ask our permission to link to our website or to specific pages in our site. As a
result, you may find your story linked from other sites on the web." While some of the
organizations take the gentle approach the Cleveland Clinic clause number three ofthe
social media policy reads:
You are prohibited from posting any content that is personal health information
including patient images on any Social Media Site. You are also prohibited from
using the Social Media Site to provide medical advice or medical commentary by
non-CC physicians or to use the Social Media Site to make, recommend or
increase referrals to physicians who are not employed by CC.
Due in part to legislation regulating privacy, the second document legalese is more
typical of this industry practice toward behavior management for social media.
Education
Similar to the nonprofit policies, the policies written for organizations ofhigher
education highlight the sharing of information and protection ofintellectual property
rights. Similar to news organizations, they try to manage behavior toward maintenance of
respectable personalities on social media websites. Defining the venues and types of
content is another practice used in many ofthe policies ofhigher education institutions
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which resembles the trend lound in policies ofthe manufacturing category. Lake Forest
instructs social media users to dedicate at least five hours per week to managing
Facebook accounts. Hamilton requests that sub-groups coordinate their social media
efforts through the central marketing office. The Hamilton College guidelines state that
"the images for all Hamilton Facebook pages will maintain a consistent graphic identity
and must be coordinated through the Director of Visual Communications." Even thought
the tactics included mirror those in other groups, the behavior management practices in
the educational organizations use an academic voice.
Behavior management practices are included in social media policies ofall types
of organizations for managing behavior of intemal audiences toward social media. News
organizations approach the behavior of their joumalists to manage the credibility of the
organizations' image. Nonprofit organizations seek to limit harm to the individuals using
social media accounts associated with the organization by managing content.
Manufacturing organizations manage behavior through supporting knowledge.
Healthcare organizations focus mainly on legal responsibilities or liabilities that may
befall them through inappropriate disclosure on social media. Educational organizations
seem to employ tactics of many other types of organizations. As with the social media
practices, and the underlying purpose, the behavior management practices included in
social media policies are presented in a style and voice consistent with the culture of the
industry, and individual personality ofthe organization. The next section analyses the
language used to communicate the purpose, and practices which have been discussed thus
far.
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Style and Voice
The style and voice of the policies reflect the values and goals ofthe
organizations and ofthe industry within which the organizations operate. The different
culture of news, nonprofit, manufacturing, healthcare or higher education industries is
shown through the social media policies they published. One quantitative measure that
allows the writing style of policies to be charted gaphically, as shown in figure 5.2, is the
Flesch reading ease score. The organizations were ranked from smallest to largest, and
are grouped by industry. A weak relationship between the industry and the readability of
the policy emerged. Policies written for educational instihrtions scored Iowest and news
media scored highest in readability-academic writing ttpically includes lengthy,
complex, sentence structure and multisyllabic vocabulary, while brevity and concision
are hallmarks of the joumalism industry.
Figure 5.2
Flesch Reading Ease Score
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News
The policy of the Associated Press scored 65 on reading ease, the highest of any
policy tested. The use of shon sentences and simple words is consistent with concise and
accurate reporting of information. Readability is a style factor highly prized in the news
industry. The ABC used only 50 words to express four tenets ofwhat NOT to do on
social media 
- 
in spite ofthe brevity, their text scored less than 50 on readability. As a
group, the social media voice ofnews organizations is principled, confirmed, and
reviewed. The policies addressing their joumalists encourage using social media as a
resource and a channel, and values accuracy and diplomacy.
Nonprofit
The policies ofnonprofit organizations are written in a flexible and informative
style. The readability scores in this set are grouped closely in the upper forties with the
policy of Fellowship Church outlying slightly in the mid thirties because of the
multisyllabic words like: fellowship, communications, and confidentiality, which are
used throughout the blog post. The voice of these policies and the social media voice for
nonprofits as a group are values driven, ethical, compassionate, guiding, and credible.
Many ofthe nonprofit policies do include consequences for misbehaving, but the purpose
is to guide appropriate conduct rather than direct or punish.
Manufacturing
The friendly, informative, and instructive handbook published by Kodak scored
almost 60 on the readability scale while the set in this industry bounced around leaving
Coca Cola flat with a score in the mid 30s. Even at the bottom of the set, the values,
principles, and ethical commitments discussed in the Coke policy reads far more
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effervescently than the code of conduct HP offers bloggers. The range of style and voice
in this group is highly reflective of the various brand personalities rePresented.
Healthcare
The heatthcare industry has a very professional approach to policy. Even though
the purpose ofthese documents is to permit the expression of emotional stories and
messages of hope for patients and potential patients, the voice of the documents
themselves is legalistic, and necessarily so. In this segment, the policy voice and the
social media voice are the most disparate. The policy purpose is to protect all involved
and to set out the legal terms and conditions that inform users and protect institutions -
this is far from the emotional sort of soft-appeal the social media practices suggest.
Education
Finalty, the group ofpolicies guiding institutions ofhigher leaming scored [owest
on the readability scale. The likely culprit is the academic audience. Small words and
short sentences are easy to digest, but academics don't want to be talked down to. Ohio
State's philosophy roughly translates to: be smart, be respectful, be human - but they take
nearly 1,900 words to express it. The institutions of higher education value collaboration,
exploration, and accurate information. The policy voice reflects these values.
Personalities are expressed through the values, meanings, voice represented in the
various industry groups included in the empirical materials examined. While there does
not seem to be a relationship between the number ofpages or words used and the
organizations' industry or size, a weak trend in the readability, or length of sentences and
words used has emerged. The next section will reconcile these results with the literature
and theoretical framework. and offer conclusions.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion
This concluding chapter compares theories discussed previously from both
practitioners', and academics' perspective, with insights from the content analysis of
actual policies. Conclusions related to theory in practice will be followed by discussion of
the limitations of this research, and recommendations for future study on the topic of
managing online behavior in organizations.
Theory in Practice
Practical advice and theories related to human networks, introduced in chapters
two and three, were both presented in terms offive thematic categories: (l) guidance for
employees (2) guidance for the communications staff (3) intemal/extemal strategies, (4)
implementations and (5) evaluations. The findings from a thematic content analysis ofthe
social media policy documents were presented in four categories: (l) audience and
purpose, (2) social media practices, (3) behavior management practice, and (4) style and
voice. In order to reconcile understanding from the literature and the content analysis of
social media policy documents, this section will present the traits revealed by members of
each category as they demonstrate: (l ) the purpose for which social media policies are
written, (2) best practices, (3) style of expression, and (4) evaluation of the policies by the
organ izations.
News
News organizations are concerned with presenting a credible image' Some news
organizations have seen social media as a competition, and are cautious to embrace it as a
tool, yet many newspapers and broadcast concerns are using websites like Twitter,
Facebook, and Flickr to scan the environment for newsworthy activiry.
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Purpose-Joumalisticorganizationsvalueimpartialityandacredibleidentity,
and are written to joumalists. It could be argued that joumalists need a level of
independence, but the policies ofnews organizations are written exclusively to internal
staff, and though maintenance of extemal image is on major purpose ofcomposing a
policy document, the practices listed are internal.
Practices-News organizations cautiously embrace the opportunity for social
media to extend the relevance oftheir news channels to online audiences. News
organizations approach the behavior of their joumalists to manage the credibility ofthe
organizations' image.
Style-The use of short sentences and simple words is consistent with the
journalistic culture of concision. As a group, the social media voice of news
organizations is principled, confirmed, and reviewed' The policies addressing their
journalists encourage using social media as a resource and a channel' and values accuracy
and diplomacy.
Evaluation-Measuring outcomes of the social media policy itself is not
integrated in the policy documents ofnews organizations. outcome metrics are placed at
the responsibility of individuals. Joumalists are advised to have a second pair ofeyes
critiquecommentsandpostsbeforepublication,andtojustusecommonsense.TheAP
explains their rationale for expecting employees to prudently evaluate their own social
media use "we cannot expect people outside the AP to know whether a posting on
Facebook was made by someone who takes pictures processes payroll checks or fixes
satellite dishes" (2009). It is possible that evaluation ofanalytics such as, number ofdaily
site visitors and interactions, is described in a strategic marketing plan somewhere else in
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the news organization, but evaluative metrics are not mentioned in any social media
policy that was examined in the news category.
Nonprofit
Nonprofit organizations cover a large breadth of activities, but share a
commonality in commitment to improving social and environmental conditions rather
than improving the financial condition ofthe organization. Even in organizations that
span intemational tenitory, the mission is supported through grassroots efforts.
Purpose-Nonprofit organizations want to empower their grassroots suPport to
use Web 2.0 tools. Policies are written to a broad audience which includes paid staff,
volunteers, and external constituencies. Shih (2009) writes "Though it requires some
coordination effort, eventually reconciling across disparate grassroots campaigns can
reduce cost and confusion, and ultimately improve the effectiveness and risk management
of your initiatives" (p. 202).
Practices-Nonprofit organizations practice similar community building in social
media as they always have as grassroots initiatives that serve people. Nonprofit
organizations seek to limit harm to the individuals using social media accounts associated
with the organization by managing content by the use of comment monitoring and
deleting inappropriate material.
Style-The policies ofnonprofit organizations are written in a flexible and
informative style. The voice ofthese policies and the social media voice for nonprofits as
a group are values driven, ethical, compassionate, guiding, and credible. Many ofthe
nonprofit policies do include consequences for misbehaving, but the purpose is to guide
appropriate conduct rather than direct or punish.
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Evaluation-Training for staff is not precisely an evaluative measure for the
social media policy implementation, but it's as close as the nonprofit organizations'
policy documents come. Bread for the World state that they "endeavor to ensure
consistency of messages," but they expect to accomplish this end though consensus of
grassroots participants (McDonald, 2009). Easter Seals (2007) simply asks commenters
to remain "on-topic." Further evaluative measutes may be handled in the
Communications Department, but are not included in the policies reviewed from the
nonprofit sector.
Manufacturing
The creators ofproducts for public consumption craft an image out ofthe items
they produce. The personalities expressed by the organizations examined in this category
are diverse, yet the practices for social media found in this category were in-fact the most
consistent with the expectations gained through a review of relevant literature.
Purpose-Manufacturing businesses embrace the new tools, but use the social
media policy to communicate uniform practices to their employees. The collaborative
system used to develop IBM's policy demonstrates Social Leaming Theory while the
appearance that other policies in this industry are directed specifically to communication
departments indicates existence of Tribes within these examples.
Practices-Manufacturing organizations are adapting to the increasing relevance
ofconsumer voices in creating brand identity. Manufacturing organizations manage
behav ior through supporting consistent knowledge.
Style- The range of style and voice in this group is highly reflective ofthe
various brand personalities represented. Kodak's friendly, informative, and instructive
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handbook; IBM's thorough, open and flexible wiki; and Coca Cola's principles, values
and commitments; are crafted in the language and style most understandable to their
target audiences.
Evaluation-The manufacturing industry social media policies are targeted
primarily to those who will use social media for marketing and public relations
campaigns. The tactics of the policies describe evaluative behaviors such as: sefting blog
comment preferences to review all comments before making them public, using software
like TweetDeck and Seesmic to scan comments, and continuing to use the discussion
infrastructure which built the policy to manage evolution.
Healthcare
Healthcare organizations are ostensibly committed to the betterment of human
health. Their social media activities are directed at providing accurate and helpful
information and support systems for patients. The caring field also has a large amount ol
risks such as misdiagnosing ailments from misleading intemet information, disclosure of
personal medical information and malpractice liabilities.
Purpose-Healthcare organizations deal with trauma and tragic illness, so they
want to use the social media tools to empower suppo( systems built of extemal
individuals. The benefits to patients of sharing their own stories and gleaning hope from
the stories of others resemble the reciprocity ring which Shih (2009) argues arises out of
Metcalls Law. Organizations serving human health are also legislatively bound to
protect personal privacy through HIPPA.
Practices-Healthcare organizations, like news organizations, cautiously
embrace the new arena ofsocial media, but whereas news organizations seek to protect
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the credibility and identity of the organization, joumalist, or news source, health
organizations are obligated to protect the identities and personal health information of
their patients. Healthcare organizations focus mainly on legal responsibilities or liabilities
that may befall them through inappropriate disclosure on social media websites.
Style--The healthcare industry has a very professional approach to policy. Even
though the purpose ofthese documents is to permit the expression of emotional stories
and messages of hope for patients and potential patients. the voice of the documents
themselves is legalistic. In healthcare, the policy voice and the social media voice are the
most disparate.
Evaluation-As in the other categories, not much is stated about evaluating
outcomes of the social media policy within the policy document. Typically evaluation of
comments is frontloaded by specifying that comments be moderated before publication.
The Cleveland Clinic policy in paragraph ll wams that "THIS POLICY MAY BE
UPDATED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE, AND EACH TIME A USER
ACCESSES A SOCIAL NETWORKING SITE, THE NEW POLICY WILL GOVERN,
USAGE, EFFECTIVE UPON POSTING." Other hospitals such as Sant Joan de D6u
leave evaluation of personaI social media use up to the professionalism and discretion of
the individual.
Education
Organizations ofhigher education value independent thought, seek understanding
ofnew phenomenon, and to disseminate knowledge. The practices express a style which
is able to combine the traditions of academic professionalism with evolution through new
technologies.
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Purpose-Education organizations value scientific exploration, but they seek the
"best practice" methods, which have been tried and proven sound, to direct decentralized
groups of academic departments, student organizations, and clubs. As Ravi Achrol (1997)
explained, environmental factors such as industry restructuring, downsizing, and
outsourcing have contributed to the development ofthe modem networked organization.
In the academic arena the silos might never have been as significant, which may
precipitate the trend for this type oforganization toward centralization ofsocial media
accounts.
Practices-Organizations of higher education create policies that highlight
allocation ofresources needed to do social media well. The various social media practices
expressed in policy reveal the ways in which the organizations of various industries
define the social media arena. Educational organizations seem to employ tactics ofmany
other types of organizations, no doubt drawing upon study of the topic.
Style-Small words and short sentences are easy to digest, but academic parlance
tends toward complex, multisyllabic language. Ohio State's philosophy " be smart, be
respectful, be human" takes 1,900 words to express. The policy voice reflects values of
collaboration, exploration, and accurate information held by the academic community.
Evaluation-The trend observed relating to evaluation of the social media
policies written for educational institutions is defenal to a central account for the
organization. The evaluation of campaigns can then be handled through Communications
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Ultimately, the specific practices included in each organization's social media
policy are means of reaching its purpose. Trends emerged suggesting that social media
policies are addressed to an audience to serve a purpose which is dependent on the
industry that the authoring organization serves. Olivier Blanchard (201 l) included three
audience strategies in his list of ten sections to include in social media policy: intemal,
extemal, and other parties, who are neither fully intemal nor extemal.
The platforms of social media are always changing, and the communities they
support also evolve over time, so it is important to draft adaptable strategies for the
people, not the platform targeted. Clara Shih (2009) advises careful consideration ofthe
fit ofthe audience and community design ofthe platforms that make up social media
before using it. Practices include specific social media website instruction as well as
provisions lor managing behavior.
Best Practices
The various industries employ different practices because ofthe variety in values,
goals, and purpose, for goveming online behavior in different industry sectors. Behavior
management practices are included in socia[ media policies ofalltypes of organizations.
Blanchard (201I ), Kerpen (201 l) and Shih (2009) all recommend laying the operational
groundwork for authentic, hypertargeted, honest communication strategies. These
theoretical "best practices" follow assumptions such as those included in Bloom & Dees,
(2008) network ecosystem paradigm. Specific behaviors like listening first 
- 
then
responding based on what the audience is saying, and consistent messaging and
leveraging the interrelationships between groups in the larger social networks, are tools
ofthe flattened hierarchy, decentralized, and networked organization predicted by Achrol
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( I 997). The network model lends greater flexibility than hierarchical silo-ed
organizational structure through technology and strategic alliances between both intemal
and external stakeholders such as suppliers, distributers, and even competitors.
Style
The practices and tactics that an organization chooses ultimately translate into the
voice perceived by the target audience(s). The voice ofan organization is expressed
through the words or images and video media that are shared. Kerpen's (2011) guidebook
to Likable social media says to speak in an authentic tone, provide value, and to give up
expectations of a direct engagement-to-sales relationship are a means to establish the
organizations' social media voice. The authentic tone means to share stories that inspire,
demonstrate curiosity about the audience needs/desires, admit any wrongdoing - should it
occur, and most of all provide information 
- 
not a sales pitch (Kerpen, 201 I ).
Relationship marketing has gained popularity given the tools that social media provides.
Shih (2009) projected that new categories of relationships would evolve from the
influence ofsocial media. Trust is accomplished through alignment ofthe voice with
values ofthe influentiaI people in the target communities.
Evaluation
According to the literature evaluation ofthe success ofthe policy is neededjust as
much as evaluation of the individual initiatives carried out under its guidance. Tactics
such as deferral to central accounts, and account settings for bloggers which allow an
employee to approve all comments before they become public, and special social media
training, are evaluative measures included in the policies reviewed. Evaluation of metrics
and analyics specific to social media websites are not as prevalent in the policy
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documents reviewed as they are in how-to books. It is possible the measurement of
success is handled by marketing and communication departments separate from the social
media policy.
Limitations
For the purpose of making the material more manageable, the scope of topics
explored has been limited to documented policies oforganizations toward the use of
social media. There are numerous avenues ofdiscussion relevant to online human
behavior and social networking websites which have been ignored in order to build
relevant understanding ofthe key issues. The limitations relevant to organizations which
have publicly available social media policies fall into two main categories, sample
limitations and phenomenological I imitations.
In order to draw concrete assertions about how "the average organization"
practices sociaI media, a representative sample that could include organizations that do
not have policies to manage social media use would need to be found. The sample
examined was a convenience sample of policies that were made public and can be easily
accessed through various websites and blogs. Discovering the ratio of organizations that
use a written social media policy to all possible organizations is beyond the scope ofthis
study. By analyzing the available financial performance metrics to select policies from
organizations of various size and geographic reach, I hope to reduce the bias that may rise
from the convenience sample selection.
The phenomenon of social media is made up of numerous autonomous websites
which are used by both individuals and organizations for networking. Social media is a
rapidly changing landscape because ofthe ease ofentry and exit, the constant evolution
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of the individual websites, and the drift of individuals from one community to the next.
The policies and people who administrate them are changing to keep up. Research into
the way that new technologies change human behavior are limited, and lar beyond the
scope of this thesis.
Recommendations
Humans have always been social creatures, but the new level ofconnectivity has
lent to the evolution of digital habitats where the physical limitations of both space and
time are irrelevant. Today people use Facebook the way we breathe. It's amusing at first,
but there is a true addiction to the uberconnectivity that we gain through having access to
all of our "closest friend's" every thought on our cellular phone. Social media is
relatively new, and so are policies to manage organizational use of it. As with any new
phenomenon, the ethical considerations of how to react are vast-this section will touch
on three topics that are under some ethical debate: workers rights, protection ofbusiness
assets, and management of human resources.
Worker Rights
Organizations may expect a level ofemployee connectability beyond the
traditional work schedule. So they may need to develop expectations that reciprocate
constant connectivity back to the employee for their families, social connections, and
non-work life. In his article about legalities of social media policy, Brian Hedelberger
(2012) asks "Does your policy prohibit using social media while at work?" Ifso, there
may be litigation.
The NLRB indicated that completely prohibiting employees from using social
media with employer resources or on employer time was unlawful, because
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employees have the right to engage in certain activities on the employer's
premises during non-work time and in non-work areas. (Hedelberger,2012)
Ethics isn'tjust about following the law, but it is about doing what is right. If an
organization expects employees to be connected through email, instant messaging, etc.,
then it's fair to allow the employees' families an equal expectation. Not only does this
practice seem "right," but not allowing it could be illegal.
Assets Management
Business operators logically seek to protect proprietary information from being
inadvertently leaked by employees. They may also wish to guide employees to safe
personal online behavior which protects their own privacy. Social constructivism
assumes that people leam together by a process of complimentary insights that ultimately
result in a greater comprehension for each party than would be possible by any individual
on their own. Policies may not legally limit the participants in individual social networks,
but managing ownership of intellectual property that stems from social construction
could be an ethical dilemma.
In this example a number of edited images have become what is known as a
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The original photographer posted many images to Flickr and Facebook where friends dub
a certain runner in one ofthe snapshots the "ridiculously photogenic guy.,'Within hours
trollers created a comucopia of slightly off-color composite images. The intentions in this
case are good natured and comical, but for an organization, the disto(ion of images can
take a darker tum.
A practice dubbed "subvertising" by the website nowsell.com in its marketing-
guide "refers to the practice of making spoofs or parodies ofcorporate and political
advertisements in order to make a statement." The use ofsuch subvertisement brands can
damage the organizations most valuable intangible asset, their image. Examples like
these may seem reasonably harmless, but could mean big trouble in a smaller
marketplace.
http / ru,w no\rsell.cofiVmarketmg-suddsubveflrsmg.hEnl, http //vi sualrzr.ugctrcl€ysp@f/?page=3, http //tervaull com/blo8/t-
shirts/miscel IaneouMoto-parody-tees-t-shirts-bas€d-on-famous- logos/
Fu(her study of this phenomenon could provide valuable information about the
economic costs of negative image campaigns that are conducted against organizations
online.
Human Resources
There is a cost risk of lost time an employee may work if they become involved in
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firestorm occurs during work hours or they are affected outside of work As noted above
itisillegaltorestrictthefreedomofspeechthroughtheclausesofasocialmediapolicy,
howeverwhereguidancethathelpspeopletounderstandtheriskstothemselvesofusing
social media are included, disclosure of emotional risks might spare employees
unnecessary pains and employers time loss expense Further study of this topic could
provide metrics about time loss costs to organizations'
Thisthesishasrevealedaspectsoftheinteractionoforganizationsinthesocial
media arena with individuals and other organizations. Trends in the purpose and practice
that organizations ofvarious industrial categories display through their social media
policiesillustratealignmentwiththevaluesandgoalsoftheorganizationandtheindustry
in which it operates. As mentioned in the sample limitations heading' this was not a
comprehensive study of all organizations - future research could be conducted that seeks
to discover what percentage of organizations actually use policy to manage use of social
media.
Questions about the affects of social media use on personality traits such 
as
attention span, conscientiousness, and flexibility were beyond the scope of this thesis'
Books written for how-to interact with social media in a business capacity include many
instructions toward how to set up an account on Facebook or Twitter. The actual policies
include fewer minutiae, but do spare attention to which websites are considered social
media. Future research that follows the shift of power, from people who remember pre-
social-media-times to those who do not, might show changes in the focus ofand purpose
for writing social media policies in the future.
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This list provides a path to the policy documents which were available for each of
the 25 organizations studied. All policies were originally retrieved through links on one
or both of the following websites:
Chris Boudreaux . (2OOg'2012). Online database ofsocial media policies IOnline




Associated Press. (2009, June 23). Social networking Q&A [Web log post]' Retrieved
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)
Scott, M. (2009, November 4). RE: Use of social media [Electronic mailing list message].
Retrieved from: http://vlr', w.socialllredia. bizrsooial-med ia-po licies/australian-
hrofl deastin,l-r..rrnotations-sociul-rredia-policr
database]. Retrieved from http:,//sociahnediaqovernance corr/policies
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Bread for the World
McDonald. J. (2009' October 27)' Bread for the World's social media policy' Retrieved
from lrttu
social-med ia-oolic) /
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
BBC News. (201 l, June). Social media guidance' Retrieved from
4
se=pdJ.
Children's HosPital Los Angeles
Children's Hospital Los Angeles' Share your story - Use and access 
Retrieved from
Cleveland Clinic
The Cleveland Clinic. Social media policy' Retrieved from
rnedia-oolicY.asPx.
Coca Cola ComPanY
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Daimler AG
Howe, J. (2004, August 29). Daimter AG social media guidelines Retrieved from
DePaul UniversitY
Gallagher, K. Social media guidelines' Retrieved lrom
Easter Seals
Easter Seals. (2007, July l4) Laster Seals lntemet Public Discourse Policy SECTION lll
PART l-9. Retrieved from http://beth tvpepad conVbcths-bloe/2008/04/nonorofit-
blogs.lrtml.
FellowshiP Church
Bailey, B. (2005, April 22)' Personal website and weblog policy' Retrieved from
Hamilton College
Krywosa, J. & Jackson, E. (201l)' Social media at Hamilton Retrieved from
htlo:ii l". rv$ .hatn ilton edu/social/ct eatinq'
Guidelines errg-F inal.Pdf .
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Hewlett-Packard (HP)
Hewlett-Packard Development company, L.P. (201 I ). HP blogging code of conduct'
Retrieved from http:/,/u'vr s"hp'conri hpintb/bloqs/codeot'conduct'htrr l'
International Business Machines (IBM)
IBM. (2005 spring). IBM social computing guidelines' Retrieved from
http:,//rr u rv. ibtn.comlbloss'/zz'1enleuidelines httn l'
Iowa HosPital Association
Iowa Hospital Association (20 I I )' Comment policy' Retrieved from
Kodak




Lake Forest College. Lake forest college social media guidelines' Retrieved from
htto://bkrq.iorvahospital.ordabout/comment-pol icy/
Retrieved from
ht to:/1u rvr. lakelbrest ed u/ofllces/cotnmunications/socialme
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Los Angeles (LA) Times
Standards and Practices Committee' (2009' November
guidelines. Los Angeles Tlzes Retrieved from
gLridelines.htm l.
National Public Radio (NPR)
l9). Times uPdates social media
Retrieved from http://ethics npr'ors/tas/social-media/'
National Pubtic Radio. (2009, October l 5) NPR ethics handbook: Social media'
Ohio State University Medical Center
Social Media Policy Committee' (2009' December l8)' The Ohio State University
Medical Center policy and procedure manual: Title social media 
Retrieved from
Communications and Marketing' (2009, December l0)' Ohio State University Medical
Center Philosophy on social media' Retrieved from
Social-Media-l'hi losoPlt)'.
Social-Media-Participation-Pol icv'
Communications and Marketing (2009' December l0) Social media participation
gu idelines. Retrieved
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Pllzer
Pfizer. Social media playbook. Retrieved from hnp://*lvrv tbrunls phartna-
nrid= 177&d: l3 107i3168.
Red Cross
Harman, W. (2009, July l6)' Social media handbook for local Red Cross units' Retrieved
Reuters
Thomson Reuters (2012, February
media. Retrieved from
l6). Reporting from the intemet and using social
from https://r.locs. goo,rle.com/doctrrnent/pub?
Harman, W. American Red Cross online communications guidelines Retrieved from
International Federation ofRed Cross and Red Crescent Societies' (2009)' Social media
guidelines for IFRC staff' Retrieved from' httP://sm'1!rood com/rtp-
Social Media.
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Policy HS.lD Pd l-.
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center' (2011)' Cancerwise Blog 
policies
and guidelines. Retrieved from http://w* u 2 'mdanderscln orry'cancerwise/policies-
ancl-euideIines htrnl.
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